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We study relativistic scattering theory for the Dirac equation in the presence of a 
long-range magnetic field B(x) -const. (1 + l~]))~“~“. Making use of the gauge 
freedom we prove asymptotic completeness for the unmodified Molter operators, 
although the vector potential decays very slowly. This generalizes a corresponding 
nonrelativistic result in [S]. The main new problem is to control the effects of 
“Zitterbewegung.” Our proof also works for Yang-Mills fields. 0 1988 Academic 
Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We are concerned with relativistic scattering theory for spin-i particles in 
external magnetic fields. Our aim is to generalize a corresponding result for 
the Schrijdinger equation obtained in [S], namely, that scattering theory in 
a “long-range” magnetic field B(x) N const. (1 + 1x1 )-3’2--6, 6 > 0, is in fact 
short range. For this reason we consider the Dirac equation in the 
Hamiltonian form, i.e., for YE L2(R3)4 
d 
izY=HY, 
where 
H= H,+ V, Ho = CCL .p + /Ime*, p= -iv. (1.1) 
a = (ar, CQ, a3) and ,0 are 4 x 4 hermitian matrices defined by the com- 
mutation relations aiaj + ajai = 26,, aifi + bai = 0, 8’ = 1; i,j = 1,2, 3. (The 
special form of the matrices is not important.) c is the velocity of light, m 
the mass of the particle. V is multiplication by a hermitian 4 x 4 matrix 
valued function. Its precise form is given below. 
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Let the magnetic field (or Yang-Mills field) be given by an antisymmetric 
field strength tensor Fik, i, k = 1, 2, 3. Define 
Gik(X) = i J’ ds sF,(xs). (1.2) 
k=l 0 
We assume 
IF,(x)] dconst.(l + l~l))~/~~~, (1.3i) 
[CL,, G,](x)/ dconst.(l + l~l))~‘~~~, (1.3ii) 
L,, 1 CL,, G,] (x) <const.(l+ l~l))‘/~~‘, (1.3iii) 
P 1 I 
for some 6 > 0. cr, p denote any pair of ordered indices (i, k), 1 < i < k < 3. 
L, are the angular momenta 
L, = Xipk - Xk pi, (1.4) 
Thus (1.3ii, 1.3iii) are assumptions on the angular derivatives of G,. (1.3i) 
implies the same estimate for G,. This condition gives finite energy of the 
field in three dimensions, i.e., C, s Fz,&x < co. We further assume that the 
vector potential A is in the “transversal gauge” defined by 
A(x) .x=0. 
Such an A exists and is given by 
(1.5) 
(1.6) 
(For Yang-Mills fields cf. [ 11 I). Now we define 
V(x) = -cot. A(x). (1.7) 
THEOREM. Under the above assumptions the M#ller operators 
Q f E s - lim eiH’e ~ Wr (1.8) 
r--r *cc 
exist and are strongly asymptotically complete. 
Remarks. 1. Previous results have been obtained in [7, lo], where 
completeness is proven under the stronger assumption that ,4(x) decays 
like [xl-‘, 1x1 + co. This conventional approach uses conditions on the 
vector potential A which is, however, not directly observable. We therefore 
only make assumptions on field strengths and then use the gauge freedom 
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to make the description as simple as possible. Under weaker decay 
requirements the theorem is not true in that form because of long-range 
A2-terms as, e.g., in (2.11). 
2. The usual formalism of scattering theory is expected to hold for short- 
range potentials 
Iv(x)1 dconst.(l+ 1x1))-“, 6>0 
(I.1 denoting a suitable matrix norm); see, e.g., [4], where a simple proof 
of asymptotic completeness is given. Our assumptions, however, imply only 
IV(x)1 <const.(l+ l~l))‘/~~’ (1.9) 
for the potential matrix (1.7). In that situation one usually has to modify 
the Msller operators (1.8) in order to achieve asymptotic completeness. 
(See [ 1, 4, 7, lo] for a discussion of the case I V(x)] 6 const.(l + [xl)-’ and 
[6] for a treatment of very long-range electrostatic potentials.) Our choice 
of gauge yields completeness of the unmodified Moller operators. This can 
in fact already be understood in classical mechanics. We refer to [S] 
for a discussion of the nonrelativistic case. Here we only mention that 
completeness also holds in classical mechanics despite the fact that the 
trajectories in general do not have asymptotics. 
3. Long-range vector potentials are not a purely academic problem. 
V(x) may be long range, even if the field strength has compact support. In 
general the decay of the potential cannot be improved by some clever 
choice of gauge (see, e.g., the discussion in [S, 81). 
4. The Moller operators in a different gauge 
A’=A+Vg 
read 
(1.10) 
where H(A) = Ho-cct . A. If Vg does not decay rapidly enough then 
scattering theory is not short range in that gauge, i.e., (1.8) does not exist. 
Also the use of plane waves as the asymptotics of stationary scattering 
states is in general only justified if the transversal gauge has been chosen. 
5. The generalization of the results of [5] to the relativistic case is com- 
plicated by the phenomenon of “Zitterbewegung,” i.e., an oscillation 
between states of positive and negative energy. Let us comment on that 
point. The crucial term to analyse in the Schriidinger case is A(x) .p which 
decays for large times faster than A(x) since p -x/t and A(p) .p = 0. In the 
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case of the Dirac equation one has to understand the term (1.7) whose 
decay in time is not obvious, in fact not even true, since ca “oscillates” 
around the velocity c2pH;’ (see [4] and the references therein). The idea 
will be to write (1.7) as 
Ac*pH;’ + A(ca - c*pH;‘), 
where the first term has time decay and the second term oscillates and can 
be treated by integration by parts. The next section mainly deals with that 
problem (cf. also [7, lo]). The parts of the proof which are closely 
analogous to the nonrelativistic case are not presented in full detail. 
6. Our proof uses the so-called Enss method [2]. It is clear that this 
method allows us to include any matrix-valued potential of short-range 
type. The modifications are routine by now and will be omitted. 
7. If there is only a magnetic field then our results imply existence of 
nonrelativistic Moller operators by the invariance principle (cf. [9, p. 533.). 
Conversely, given existence of nonrelativistic Moller operators as proven in 
[S], we cannot directly conclude existence of (1.8) by that argument, 
because the Dirac operator is not an admissible function of the Pauli 
operator. 
2. PROOF OF ASYMPTOTIC COMPLETENESS 
To prove asymptotic completeness it s&ices to show for a sequence 
T, + 00 
lim sup Il{,-iHr-,-rH@) ediHrnylI ~0, 
Tn-m ,a0 
(2.1) 
YE S&,,(H). We split X&,,(H) into two parts, namely the subspaces of 
positive, resp. negative, energy scattering states %c+ont, resp. H,,t, and 
prove (2.1) in each subspace separately. As was shown in [S] a successful1 
strategy is to approximate Y(r,) = exp( - iHt,) Y by a sequence of states 
@Jr,) for which L,@,(r,) can be controlled. We shall use the same 
method in this case. The new difficulty is the appearance of the 
“Zitterbewegung.” The proof of the next proposition shows how one can 
deal with this oscillation. In the following P,+ denotes the projection onto 
the positive energy subspace of the free Dirac operator Ho. u(p) = 
c’p . lHol -I = P,+ cap,+ is the velocity of a free particle with positive energy. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let P%A~n)>i= l,...,N b e an approximating sequence for 
VT,) E ticco,t in the following sense: There are N functionsf; E Cc( R3), each 
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with support in a ball away from the origin, and for any E > 0 there exists 
m=m(tz) such that for all z,>, z, 
(2.2) 
(b) max IIL,@k(z,)/l <const.(m) tjJzM6, i= 1, .,., N. (2.3) c7 
Then (2.1) holds. 
Remark. The assumptions of the proposition require that any state with 
positive energy can be approximated by a finite sum of states with positive 
kinetic energy. Each summand should be well localized in phase space and 
its angular momentum should increase slowly with 5,. That it is possible to 
find such an approximation is the content of the next section. If 
!P(r,) E A?&~ then P,+ J(u(p)) has to be replaced by PC f( -u(p)), and the 
rest of the proof is the same. 
Proof: By (2.2) it is sufficient to prove for all m, i 
lim sup /I { ePrH’ - e -iHa’} P,+ j@Jz,)ll = 0. (2.4) 
rr2-m 1>0 
Using the fundamental theorem of calculus we have to estimate 
ds eiHSA . cae-‘HWP,+ ff@k(5,,) . 
II 
WI 
First it is useful to replace A by 
A7n+S(x) = A(x) cp(x/u,,(z, +s)), 
where cp is C;, q(x)= 1 for 1x1 > 1, q(x) =0 for 1x1 < 5, and 
u. < dist(suppJ, 0). In fact a simple nonstationary phase argument shows 
that 
II { 1 - cpWo(~, + ~111 e~‘HO”po+~(~(P))f(x/~,)II 
<CK(l +s+zJK, all KE N. (2.6) 
Next we control the “Zitterbewegung” of the u.-matrices. To this end write 
cue -iHip- -e -Wsqs) + cZp~gle-iHw, (2.7) 
where F(S) = exp( iH,s) F exp( - iH$), and F = ca - c’pH& I. From 
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H,F+ FH, = 0 we obtain F(s) =exp(2iH,s) F. Since F is bounded, F(s) 
and 
s 
‘F(s’) ds’ = (2iH,)~‘{eziHw - 1 } F 
0 
(2.8) 
are bounded uniformly in s. According to (2.7), (2.5) splits into two parts. 
The second term is 
’ ds eiHsArn+s. c2pH;l e-iHwp,+ ff@~i(~~) 
/I 
< const. 
(s 
m ds c 11Gz+“11 max IILp0’ff@~(~,)ll. (2.9) 
0 0 
Here we have used A.p=C,G,L,, IIH,-‘II <(mc*)-‘, and 
L,H,Po+ = lHol L,P;. Observe that for all (T CL,, P,+fl(u(p))y(x/t,)] is 
bounded uniformly in z,. Hence by (1.3i) and (2.3) we can estimate (2.9) 
by const.(m) riza. It remains to control 
G + se ~ iHwF( s) 
II 
. 
Integrating by parts yields the bound 
Using (2.8) the first term is bounded by const. (IATnffll and (1.3), (1.6) 
imply 
sup IIAzn+‘lj dconst. ~;l/*-~. 
f>O 
The second term in (2.10) is easily seen to be bounded by 
const. II[H,, Arn+‘]I( + Il(ct-A) Arn+S II + l~;ATn+s~~} 
< const. riza. 1 (2.11) 
Remark. To prove existence of wave operators one has to show (2.1) 
for Y say of positive energy and with exp( -iHz,) replaced by 
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exp( - i lHOl r,). The “Zitterbewegung” is controlled in exactly the same 
way as before. The control of the orbital angular momentum L on the free 
time evolution exp( -i lHol tn) is trivial. 
3. THE APPROXIMATING TIME EVOLUTION 
In this section we show that any state Y(u(t,)~#,+,,, can be 
approximated by a finite linear combination of states @k(m) satisfying 
(2.2) and (2.3). Without loss of generality we can assume that 
Y = F(a < H < b) Y, where F is the characteristic function of the interval 
(a, b), and mc2 <a <b < co. For this Y it can be shown that 
lim II{1 -F(a<H,<b)} epiH’YII =O. 
ITI - m (3.1) 
Since 
F(a < H, < b) = P,+ F(uz < u(P) < ui), 
u:-~‘(1 -m2c4aK2), 4~) = C’P IHol - ‘, 
exp( -iHr) Y is localized in the spherical shell 
S&E {UER3 1 u~<u’<u~} 
in velocity space for large times. Let fro Cp(R’), i= 1, . . . . N, be such that 
5 J.(u)’ = 1 on Sab, 
i= 1 (3.2) 
s”PPfic {u I I”imuI 6 l”il/2}? VIE Sab, i = 1, . . . . N. 
u(p) and x/r are expected to be correlated in the following precise sense: 
lim II {f(u(p)) --f(x/5)} e-iHrYII = 0 (3.3) 
ITI - m 
for f~ C;(R3), YE X,‘,,,. This and the relation (3.1) are proven in [4] 
for a general class of Dirac Hamiltonians containing ours. Equations 
(3.1)-(3.3) imply 
(3.4) 
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In order to control angular momentum as in (2.3) we pursue the strategy 
developed in [2]; cf. also [3]. We choose a sequence of times 
zk = k2p, l<p<l/(l-26), kEN. 
For t, very large !P(v(z,) = exp( -Hz,) Y can be approximated by 
For rm sufficiently large the error is uniformly small in r,,. In the next step 
we replace exp[ - iH(r, - r,)] by an approximating time evolution which 
allows control of angular momentum. Let f be one of the localization 
functions centered around u E S,, . Define f~ CF(R3) such that f= 1 on 
{UER3 I (u--uI <2 ju[/3} and f=O on {uE(W~ 1 Iu--VI 33 [VI/~}. With 
t,=r,,,- zk and 
vk = f(u(p) ATk + A%@)) (3.5) 
(ATk as in Section 2) define 
n-1 
U(z,, z,) = P,+f(u(p))flx/~,) n’ e’Yktke-i’“Oi’k. 
k=m 
The prime indicates that time decreases from the left to the right. 
PROPOSITION 2. For f and U(z,, z,) as above we have 
lim sup II {e-iH(rflPrm) - U(Tm em)> 5 f (4P))f wLJll = 0. (3.7) 
n+a n>m 
Proof: As in [S] we choose a sequence of localization functions 
fk E C,“(R3), k = 1, 2, . . . . with 
fk(x)=O for IX--VI 22 [vi/3 
fk+l(X)= 1 on supp f” (3-g) 
such that for all KEN (with f-f(u(p)),fk=fk(x/zk)) 
[I(1 -fk+‘) e-i’“o”kP,+ ffll < C,(l + tk)-K. (3.9) 
This and some simple commutator estimates show that 
lim sup llU(~~, z,) P,+ff”- VT,, ~,)ll =O, 
m-m “am 
(3.10) 
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where 
n-1 
V(r,, 7,) = p,+ ff” n ei@Qe-il”ol’ltfk. 
k=m 
(3.11) 
This follows from 
(3.12) 
which can be shown as in [S] by slight modification of the argument. Here 
c( u,) = u,p,+ ffj.-. p,+ fsj+ leifl’+-iIHo19fj, 
u. = eiVJt,e-iIHolt, 
(3.13) 
J 
Next we have to estimate 
e- iH(r,- r,) - V(r,, r,) 
= ‘fl ( nfi’ e-iHh) c(e-iHt,)j<’ eiWt,e-ilHOlr,fj. 
j=m k=j+l r=m 
(3.14) 
We write 
C(eeiH’J)= {e-‘“q- Uj} p,+ffj+qu,) (3.15) 
and in view of (3.12) we only have to show summability of the first sum- 
mand in (3.15). By differentiating and integrating with respect to tj we 
obtain 
+ 
I/ 
j: ds ,i”( vj _ ccL . A ) eiwse ~ Vobp; sfj (1. (3.16) 
The first term is bounded by 
tf II[H,, Vi]11 Gconst. tj(l +rj)-3’2--6 
which is summable in j. In the second term of (3.16) we have to separate 
the “Zitterbewegung” from the motion as we did in Section 2. Writing 
vj- CtL .A = A’, . (ca - u(p)) + (A - A’J) . co! - i[u(p), A’J(X)] 
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this term splits into three parts satisfying the following estimates: 
5 “ds II[u(p), Aq(x)]f(u(p))lj Gconst. ri(l +rj))3/2-6, (3.17) 0 
s 
‘, ds IIA(x)( 1 - cp(x/uorj)) eilose-i’“o’SPo+ ff’/l 
0 
z J ’ ds IIA(x) eili”(l - cp(x/uorj)) eP’IHoi”P,+ffill. 
(3.18) 
0 
Equation (3.17) is clearly summable in j. Equation (3.18) is summable 
because by the nonstationary phase method 
Il(f -cP(x/uOzj)) ep “““‘“PO’ ff’ll < C,( 1 + rj + s) -N, all N. 
We have used that A - A? = A( 1 - cp). The symbol “ z” denotes “up to a 
summable error” which in the above case is bounded by 
ds 11 [I - q$x/uozj), eiV’” ]f(U(p))II <const. t,‘(l +Tj)p3’2-s. 
It remains to estimate 
II j  
5 
dseiHsA9. tea _ u(p)) ei~se-iIHolspo+ ffj 
0 II 
‘, 
z 
II j  
ds eiHs~r,ei~se-iH~F(s)pg+ffj 
0 II 
G 
II 
eifiQA~,eibqr,e - iHot, 
s 
‘I F(s’) ds’ P,+ ff' 
0 II 
+ 
II 
j: ds$ {eiHs,4r~eivse~iH~} 6 F(s’) ds’ P$ ff' 
II 
< const. { ((A”(( + [: ds f, f {eiHsA7~eie’ylSe-iHp) Ii} 
which is easily seen to be summable. Note that the error “z” is bounded 
by 
s ‘, ds llA’l/ II [u(p), eivS 
]f(u(p))II Gconst. tj(l +z~)-~-“. 1 
0 
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PREPOSITION 3. 
II 
n-1 
max L, n’ eivklkeCiiHo’rkPg+ f(u(p))f(x/r,) 
0 k = nz II 
d const.( rm + rjj2 -6). (3.19) 
The proof is essentially a word by word translation of the one given in 
[S], so we will give here only a sketch. The left side of (3.19) is estimated 
by 
n-1 
It is easy to see that for any bounded operator D 
11 CL,, eibq*J ] Dll <iJ ds II [L,, V’] eivsDI( (3.21) 
and 
IL,,Y’]=~~(~[L,,GF’l,lHDl-l~+~(G~,IHal’)C~~)Lp 
P Y 
+ ; c IH,I -’ CL CL,, Czll 
P 
({ , } denotes the anticommutator, C&, the structure constants of the 
rotation group). Using the assumptions on G one easily obtains 
max I/ [L,, Vj] eiv’“DIJ d aimax IJLrreivsDII + bj llDl1, (3.22) 
0 0 
where ai = const. t,: t - 6, bJ = const. rJ: l/*-‘. By Gronwall’s inequality we 
obtain from (3.21), (3.22) 
max IICL,, eiV’j] Dll <cj IlL,Dll +dj 11011, 
0 
(3.23) 
where cJ?= r ci < CO, c;=, dj < const. r, 1/2 - ‘. Hence if we denote the left side 
of (3.19) by g, we obtain the recursive inequality 
n-l 
gn < 1 (C’gj + d’) + gtm 
j=m 
from which Proposition 3 follows by an elementary computation. 
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Now it is obvious that with f, as in (3.2) 
n-1 
@L(zJ E I-I’ e’““‘“e-““O”kP,+fi(U(P))fi(X/Z,) e-‘-Y 
k=m 
satisfies (2.2) and (2.3). This together with Proposition 1 completes the 
proof of our theorem. 
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